Do you want what you need?

Magazine editors, politicians and trade association executives: all must deal with constituencies—no easy task in any case.

One of the knotty questions groups like these must eventually answer is, "Do we give our constituents what they want or what they need?" From an editor's standpoint, our magazine likes to give its readers everything they want, and then hope there's room left to squeeze in some of what they need. This is exactly what the trade associations have found out.

"One important fact that we have learned the hard way is that you cannot make people interested," says ALCA (landscape association) executive director Debra Dennis. "They have to decide they are interested in something for themselves."

Part of what we're referring to here is the ability of an association to lobby for its membership. The green industry, for instance, would do well to counter anti-pesticide lobbying with an effort of its own. But—because there is no immediate, tangible return on effort—most lawn care and landscape companies could care less whether their interests are represented in Washington, D.C.

And this attitude, we at the magazine have found, by and large parallels readership patterns: write an article about how a reader can influence his congressman and he'll flip right past it.

"We don't have a lobbyist and, given the attitude of the members, I don't see that in the future," notes Dennis.

The PLCAA (lawn care association) three years ago increased membership fees to address legislative issues and was immediately tanked (that's "tanked," not "thanked") by some smaller members.

"We spent $350,000 on issues management," recalls current president Rick Steinau. "That was a clear...horrible...message that the association is for large companies. We've covered the national issues, but we haven't attended to member services.

"If I had my druthers, we'd have worked diligently at an insurance program that would knock your socks off. It would offer the smaller companies an immediate return on investment. In effect, it would be a 'no-brainer,' and we need some of those to get the smaller companies into our fold."

Neither trade associations nor trade magazines can be all things to all people. (Neither can politicians, for that matter.) But we'll continue to try.

All the trade associations ask is a chance to help you do business more efficiently and more profitably. You've chosen to receive our magazine. How about giving a trade association a try, too?